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Work & Force!
According to physics, work is a product of
force and displacement. Which means
that; for the work to happen, necessary
amount of force is required. This fact
becomes very evident in the professional
life, where we constantly need some or
the other kind of force to go on. Work
and

force,

manners

play

as

per

in
the

very

interesting

situation

and

circumstances in the professional life.
There are often times when the balance
between

work

efficiency

and

the

necessary force gets skewed. This is when the job-life undergoes major turbulent
phases and the force which should ideally be motivational in nature; often becomes
torturous.
Typically, the professional life goes through three main kinds of phases juggling the
work and force; as per the requirement.
The Need to Work
Very rarely does life spare anyone from the stressful struggles of the financial crisis.
For the same reason, most of the professional careers begin, not by choice of
working; but by the necessity of earning. During this phase, the preferences and
ultimate goals in life hardly matter. The need of the green, easily dominates the
futuristic vision of one’s life. This is the time when the efficiency and enthusiasm are
generated not by interest, but by the fear of losing the job. Also, in this very phase;
most of the people are susceptible to making wrong choices in career, whose effect
might last much beyond that very job. Most of the times, the first job in the career
path becomes a life-long journey in that particular field. However; those who
successfully manage to pass this phase enter into a better state of working, where
the money becomes secondary.
The Will to Work
This is a relatively relaxed phase of one’s career as the basic financial battle is pretty
much resolved by this time. The career now assumes a new level of enthusiasm and
confidence in the corresponding field. The love and passion for the work meets the
experiential expertise to generate a completely self-motivated state of working. The
vision of the professional scenario and the related industry becomes clear-enough

for an employee to start taking decisions and responsibilities in their life. The
organisations that survive on the needs of its employees mostly fail in retrieving the
‘will-abled’ people. For the same reason; many people choose to start their own
business during this phase. The ones that make it through this level attain the most
advanced level of professional life.
The Freedom to Work
This is the best possible phase in the professional life. It is now that one can actually
choose, whether he wishes to work or not. The financial struggles and other related
tensions are left far behind. The experience is at its peak and the person even has
the liberty to not work, as well. During this phase, people start contributing their
talent and potentials towards the betterment of their fields and the world. Very
dedicated employees choose to voluntarily serve their organisations and the
entrepreneurs start enabling their businesses to function autonomously. The
innovation and research oriented investments occur heavily during this phase. This is
the phase when the work indeed becomes free from force!
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